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Launch-induced vibration environment forecasts The buildings at V2, range from 55 to 85 meters

have been made for locations in major Ground Sup- in neight and are primarily steel frame structures.

pcrt System (GSS) struc.tures at the Vandenberg AFB With the exception of the transfer tower. however,

Shuttle launch facilitv (V23). These forecasts the PPR is of concrete construction. The PCR, MST

were made by coupling a model for the Shuttle rock- and SAB are mobile allowing the buildings to move

et acoustics with observed vibrations of GSS struc- up to the Launch Mount. As shown in Figure 1 they

tures due to charge cetonations over the Launch are in launch configuration.

Mount. The forecats indicate that launch environ-

ments at two locations will exceed levels of con-

cern estatli5.. ed for this study. First, the pcten-

tial exists for pounding between the Payload

Cnangeout Roc- 'F;, ard the transfer tower of the
"Payload Preparatton on (PPF). Second, accelera-

tions exceec:.g 1 g are forecast for the floor of

" the Orbiter Functional Sinulator Room (OFS) in the PC A F[ lS"-A SAOt L MST

Amin4straton 1uildi .g (AP). At all other loca- LAUNCH MOUND

tions motion leves were found to be significantly

. below the criteria es'ttlished for the respective

sites.
EXHAUST DUCTS

Introduction
Fig. 1 Major structures at V23.

"-" The Air Force Space Division (SO) has estab-

lished a req.ire-ert t: forecast the vibro-acoustic The close proximity of these large structures

en'iror-.ent for the Space Transportation System to the Launch Mount is anticipated to greatly alter

(STS) launches at V-27, the Vandenberg AFB Shuttle the acoustic pressure field over the pad area as

launch facility. These forecasts would be used to compared to that observed at KSC. This will result

aid desi3r, operatiora* planning and lifetime pro- from multipathlng and backscattering of the Shuttle

* jections for tre facility. Existing data were in- acoustics. It is apparent that pressure loading

adequate to desorb the phasing of pressure loads models used for vibration forecasts at V23 can not

on the structures at V23, an essential property for be based on unmodified acoustic data from simula-

estimatinf the isi:ed vibrations of structures. tions of or actual Shuttle launches at KSC.

This paper :c.e-s ore phase of a comprehensive 111. The Sirulatlion Procedure
study undcrtaqer to provide the required forecasts.

In particuar, the nct'or. predictions for three of The launch-induced vibration forecasts pre-
the GrS facilities located near the pad are dis- sented in this paper were obtained by coupling an

. cussed. Other ele-ents cf this study included the acoustic emissions model for a typical Shuttle

develcpnent of a model for the STS rocket acoustic launch at an open, flat earth site (0Sl) with the

emissions2 an forecasts of the acoustic environ- observed vibrations in V23 facilities due to a

rmntat V23. series of small charge detonations along a typical
. Shuttle trajectory. The explicit simulation algo-

I:. The "_aun_ Facility rithn can be developed by breaking the Shuttle tra-
" - jrrctOry into a series of discrete source locations.

-*.aJ Figure shows a plan view of the Vandenberg The theory of linear, time irvariant systems is

!pinch complex, V23. Four major structures are 1o- then applied at each discrete source.

cated within -.- reters of the Launch Mount; the

"-"Plyload Prepa-ztc-c Foc- 'FPR), the Payload Change- Under this develop-ent, observed vibrations in

out Pom (PCF:, the Mctile Service Tower (MST), and thc structures due to known pressure sources, such

the Shu, tle Asse-tly 2_:Iding (SAB). This facility as small charge detonations collocated with the

- s In sharp cont-3st with the launch pad area at discrete Shuttle sources, can be viewed as system
Kernedy Space :enter K*:. which is essentially 1o- response fanctions. Trese response functions in-

cated in an open, flat field. The nearest major corporate all site particular pro~a tion effects,

structure at *KS^ is located at a distance greater such as multipathing and backscattering, that de-

than four kilcmeters from the pad. fine the phasing of loads on the structure and the
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a

structural responses to the loading. The effective from any reference location, specified by the vec-
driving foce for this system is a wavelet that tor Z, to the point of load application can also be

modifies the explosive acoustic source to match the shown to be represented in the for of equatior f1
spectral and temporal characteristics of the STS or in the spectral domain by
acoustic emissions. A sho~t derivation of the sim-

ulation algorithm follows. D~,,)H~,~)~,)(7)

The Simulation Algorithm where HP(f,X,z) is the propagation response func-
tion and P(f,z) is the spectral representation of

A pressure load, d(t,y), applied to a structure the pressure wavelet at a location specified by the

at a location defined by the coordinate vector %, coofdnate vector z. As before, H
p 

Is independent

will produce a motion, uk(t,x,y) at some other io- of the type of source driving the system and the

cation specified by the vector x. The subscript k spectral ratio of the driving functions is

identifies the component of motion. Assuming the E E

structure tehaves as a linear, time invariant sys- r (f,Zz)/b (f,X,z)ZF (f,z)/P (fy,z) (5)

ter, there exists an impulse response wavelet,

h (t,x,y) , connecting the driving load and each and is solely dependent on the source character-

cc-ponent cf the induced motions such that istics, including location, and is independent of

the point of load application on the structure.

- k Substituting equation (8) into equation (6)

whe-e NA is the area over which the load is ap- provides the fundamental relationship between the

Flied ant the asterisk represents convolution. The STS- and explosion-induced notions, or
l,;se re! Tcnze function is unique in the sense 1 r-

t_. t is a property of the structure and inde- U(f,x ,,!)=U(f,x,VzP (f,)/P fz, AA 9
penzent cf t'.e loading function, d(t,y).

and with conversion into the time domain

Using P superscript S tc represent the Shuttle

ervircnnent and a superscript E for the explosion uk(t,s,y.z)=ut,X,Y,Zv(t,z) AA (6C

odiicrs, eq.ation (1) can be written for the ex-

plcslcr scurce as where v(t,z) is some wavelet, referred to as .he
driving wavelet, defined by the inverse transform

~,v',:._ t,s,y)*d (t,N) hA (2) of the spectral ratio of the pressure functions for
k the STS and the explosion acoustics evaluated at a

ar for a Su.;ttle source by common reference location.

uk(t,xy:h.t,xy). d (ty) A (3) So far this derivation has treated the rotions
at x due to the load applied at a single point on

were ht,,' is identical in both equations. the surface of the structure specifced by the vec-

Tne equ>.alet frequency domain representations are tor y. In fact, the loads are distributed ove- the

entire surface of the structure and the notions for
S'f,,v, l):..f,x,yDE (f,[) A (i) an $S source, u S (t,x,z

-
, are given by the integral

Uk(t,xyz , over the surface of the structure,

f-- th.e ex o5i-n and or from equation (10)

for I 'ttle :aunch. The impulse response funo- As v(t,z) is independent cf the load aT;l':'tin

ticn, H 'f,x,v'" can be evaluated from equation (4) pcint, the integral reduces to

- as th" spectra: ratio of the explosion motions to I
t!e esplosr.e driving force, both of which ca. be Ut,x z):u E(t,x,z)*v(t,z)

k - - k
tctained enP:-.:aily. Substituting this quantity E

into equat r'- yields where uk(tx,Z) is the total motion, cbserved at Y,
prcduc.d by an explosion along the STS trajctor'.

k (fy, :b'k f,x,y)[D (f,y)!D (f,)] This is the actual quantity measured by reccrdcnE
"rcti ns produced by a charge detonation.

" an relates the otserved explosion-!nduced motions

tc the 7'rTi-tuced motions. Equ;aion (12) provides the fundamenta algo-

rithn usel in this paper to simulate t'e

Ccr.er !the spectral ratio of the driving vitration environment at V23. This equat:.r pro-

fu-'ticns, 'l> For a common atmosphere, vides tne predicted motions at a given locatron

s -erical accos.ln propagation is itself a linear, wle- the Shuttle source is located at the sa"e pos-

time irvarlsnt system. If the exp:osion and the itior as the explosion. To simulate a novinf Shvi-

*'. d~scrt' l'uttle acoustic signals can be repre- tle source, one need orly sum, with arc'ixt

. srted as prcagating from collocated point (mcno- tine delays, the motion contributions fro! each

" pole) sources, then extrapolation of the pressures discrete source location.

""...................... ........................................ ..... "
"~~~~~~~~~. . . .. .... ..._ '_--_a ,. L...." .." ..."."...... '..-".". ... ,. . " ".



The flivinr Wavelet main engine ignition. Once clear of the ground,

the spectral shape of the acoustic signal remains

What remains, then, is to ccfire the driving relatively constant and is well described by a

wavelet, v(t,z) used in equato ,'Z'. Frcr equa- theoretical form proposed by Powell for undeflect-- 5
tion (9), the spectrum of the dr:virng wavelet, ed, plume generated acoustics. The most slgnifi-

V(f,Z), is defined as the spectra: ratio of the STE cant divergence from this shape occurs early in the

pressure signal to the explosicr wavelet at some launch when the exhaust plume Interacts with the

reference pcint. It is noted tsat the de-ivation ground and during Solid Rocket Booster (SRS) igni-

given above assumes that both the ex;:sion and the tion. At these times pressures of concern are low

STS acoustic signals can be describes as equivalent compared with peak values and the change in spec-

point sources, at least at each of the discretized tral shape is not expected to greatly affect the

source locations, forecasted results.

lt is apparent that the accus::c cut;.t of a While the spectral shape remains reasonably

small elevated charge, observed at d'.tarccs many constant, the level of the spectrum, as ctserved at
tires larger than the source diensios, ca. be a fixed point on the ground, changes throughout the

represented as emanating from a po-rt scj-ce. Fur- launch. This variation occurs in part as a result

ther, the acoustic eniss:cns ropsote away from of increasing range of the source but, more signif-

the source under the laws g;,e-nrg spterical icantly, due to directivity of the rocket source.

acoustics. For a flat, perfecty -eflecting earth For a fixed observer, source directivity and range

away fror cstructions, tne ex;p:!ive pressure effects can be equated to a time dependent strength

wavelet has a spectral for- giver by variation.

PEf,rl:,rc/r)GE(f,r C (13) Mathematically, the ST5 acoustic pressure

spectrum at a fixed point can be modeled as

where f is frequency, r is the su--e to observer S C
rarge, r is a reference range, an: Z f,- s the P (f,r):=G(f,r"N(f)'E(f,r)] (1J)

spectral representaticn ofthe p-essre wavelet at

r . The exact form of Gt(f, c is cf no conse- where r is range from the source, Gf,r is the

quence in t
t
e derivatacn, howeve-, it was determin- best fit of the Powell theoretical spe:t-u- to ob-

ed e;iricaily and is shown in Figure 2. served STS acoustic spectrum at the ti-e of peak
pressure loading, N(f) is the spectrum of a zero

1[.. _0-3 mean, unit variance normal process and E(f,rl is

the spectrum of ar envelope function which p-ovides

the correct time dependence of the source !trength.

10- 4STS
For areas comperable to su-face areas of

structures at V23, it has been demonst-ated that

extrapolation of the Shuttle acoustic pressure
field from a reference point pressure t~re nistory
can be adequtely made using spherical acous-

10-6 1 2
i tics. Over relatively large areas the STS

acoustics can be viewed as havino an equivs'ent• [point' source representation. However, fo-' gross

IL 10 -7chanes in the range or azimuth, of it' e-est the
I functional terms of the pc.- source model must be

10 CHARGE adiusted. Then, the pressure field sto;t some
refererce point, r , can be giver, the frecjency

E domain represintatior of

P !S(f,r r N (c/ )

009

0 0, where r is the range of the point of :rte-.!st and

01 100 0 100 all other t~rr are as dps-ritbed above. 7( Shut-
FREOUENC Y (Hz) tle reference spectrur, t f,r ' , as used for the

P:F simulations, is also shown ?r. Figure C.
FJg. 2 PSI or charge and Z7E sources.

This noinl rpla.-es the movirg 772 aroustic
It tar been shown in prevics stuc:es that the 5c.une with a tingle, x'iona-y source c;-csenta-

acoustics of tre £7S rocket mote- exhaust n- also ticn. it shculd be noted that pntential4 :;nfi-

be adequately described at a flat ea-th site and cant infcrnation on the terporal variat.7- of the

for limited -2nges and azimuths a: an axiel sym-et- prrcsure phasing on structures is lost in t:s ap-
ric sou-co tra.cling wztm the roc, t tut so-ewat proximction. However, it will be show. r. a later

below it ir the exhaust plume. . For ar 5TS section that this effect does not degrade tte fore-

* launch, s .g-:ficant acoustic loads are otserve! at casts beyond levels Imposed by other factors in the

* the ground for approximately s se~crd: fo:owIng simulation process.

2 ..



1000 facilities during an STS launch. This construction
I is given by

0 uk(txz)zuk
(t 

,x,z)'w(t,r 0 )Ont)e(tr
) ]
. (8)

.4 Simulations made with this algoritm are based pri-

marily on a peak load regime and largely ignore

W dynamic pressures and ground cloud attenuation. It
o 100 is reiterated that this construction ignores the

movement of the Shuttle acoustic source and substi-

• tutes a single fixed source. In addition, simula-

tions were made for a typical Shuttle trajectory
and for the standard Shuttle propulsion system
without thrust augmentaticn.

II1 i I i i Verification of the Method

0.1 10 10. 100.
A problem similar to the one at hand is that

FREOUENCY (Hz) of forecasting motions induced in buildings by the

Fig. 3 Spectrum of the shaping wavelet, W(f,ro). infrasonic emissions of a Hush House, a jet engine
ground run-up noise suppressor. Both the Shuttle

Fro' e;.aL::c- (*' a-: (15), the spectral and the Hush House acoustic emissions are plume

driving func:o, V(f,-' Os gve by generated. Figure 5 shows obse-ved and simulated

-frvibrations in a structure approximately 300 meters
SV(fr)r (16) from the Luke AFB Hush House during the run-up of

under the c o :ti os th at " f - and an F-I0 engine. The sioulated ntions were gener-
unde e te unort~t'.e sae tand G-(f,ro ) are ated in a manner similar to the method just de-
evaluated unci- the same t:_74a-y conditions and at scribed. The motions produced ty a snall explosive

-. . - the same refe-ence range. Urder this condition, charge located near the Hush House were combined
the range dependence of Vfr is reduced to a de- with observed low frequency emissions of the Hush

pendence on tre reference range, r . House to produce the forecast notions. The simula-

tion accurately reproduces the observed trace.
Defining the rati: cf the G functions to be Discrepancies between the two signals can readily

the shaping spectru-u, W'f,r o" and the inverse be explained as resulting prirarily from differ-

transforn to be the sha;ing wa.elet, w(t,r ), then ences in the explosion and Hush Hcuse source loca-

the driving furoticr is tions. This test verifies the concept of simulat-

ing acoustic-induced motions based on explosion

v(f,r )=W:t, ' :r t' ' o'" ' (17) responses.

The theoretical form used for G Cf,r ) in this

study does not provide the phase information-i 0.05
0.5 rrequired to ;rform the inve-se transformation of N 4A"W f lr .

tTn Is re ireern is et by specV ifyig 0 oW(f,ro). Tn_ require-er' is met by specifying '
... '" be .05 -

that the operator wat,r be realizable and of min-

imum phase. -14 .. " cf the shaping wavelet,

W(f,r 0) as -. e: for th.. 7:F predictions is shown 0.04
in Figure a: gre 0 shows the envelope funo- 3,iYMP,,,-M'S . Ak PQ 3

tiret'r -sed i n t y si2 al. ions. IY P L 0 yyb.n e. 0 
-.04

[0.06

0.00 - 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 70 76

0 10 20 30 40 50 TIME (soc)
Fig. 5 Observed (upper) and predicted (lower) mo-

LAUNCH TIME (sec) tions due to a Hush Hous acoustc source.

Fig. 4 Z7: a:c:tac er.e fu-ticr, e~t,r 0 IV. The rounding. Froram

The Si-u:t -
-
;ti:r In Janury of 19F4, an ex;:sive Sounding Pro-

gram was conducted at V23. C.uring this study, a

Corbonong e@;aticns '" and -') provides the series of small charges were detonated over the 23
formulation u!-: - th4 stu: tc sonulate the vib- Launch Mount and the induced rc'tions recorded at

ration envtrcr-ort at selected locations in GS locations in several OLE facilities. These otserv-

-'. .%.. . . . .



aticns provide the u E(t,) term for use in the sim- responses, at least over the range of shot eleva-
k

ulation algorithm. A total of eight three-compon- tions used, are insersitive to source height.

ent sensor installations were used during the This behavior was found to be consistent for all

Sounding Program. components and at all :caticns studied during the

Sounding Profran. This fact justifies the use of a

The charges were suspended at elevations of fixed source for the Siuttle acoustics in the pre-

15, 46 and 55 meters above the Launch Mount; eleva- diti-n e
tions comparable to the first 7 seconds of the 010-

*. Shuttle trajectory. Physical limitations on charge

placement restricted the maximum elevation used in
the Sounding Program. The maximum charge elevation 008-
was lirited by the height of a suspended line be-
tween the SAR and the MST. All structures were in shot I
launch configuration at the time of the Sounding 006-

Program. However, exterior sheathing had not been -

installed on the SAP at that time and, it can be , 'I
expected that the completion of this structure - 004- , '
would alter the forecasted motions to some degree. W ' '

All vibratior measurements were made using an j 002 ' , 

element of the AF3L Geophysical -Data Acquisition "
System (S:AS), lndividual channel responses were r • ,
determined by ana:yzing the transients excited by a 0.0 -

step input, with sensors in place, before and after 17 25 33 42 50
each shot sequence. A typical system response

function for seisnlo neasurements is shown in Fig- 0.10-,

ure 6. Forecasts were made for the frequency band

of :. 4 to 32- Hz. 4C .s-

100 364 0 shot 2
z

magntude0 0.06-
* 235

p~hase*"°- > . log "I i

0 I

-147 0.0-2

-170 a 17 25 33 42 50

0[-275 FREQUENCY (Hz)
FRQUNC (10 .0 100 7 PPH notion respz'rsv for two shots at t

same elevation-..
F~.~ Atyp.co: GL t system resporse for motion

.eocume-erts. V. Laun:h- nduced V:-'ion Fo-"eoots

The rpetat.lity of the explosion-induced no- Following the procezure giver. ahbov.e, s-,;:A_

ti.n. is showr in Figure 7. This figure shows the tiers of the " ' at
*Power Spectral Dtrsity (PSI)) functions for two V2C were made for each or the eighit loaio. ns-

shoto at the sa-e elevation and observed at the t'umonted during th " g 'rogra-. "u roe
sae locator. Eelow Hthe two spectra dupli- simulations were mace fo-r Eachi ccatotr 4 so
c-e the majo feature: of the buildinc respinse. distsnct realizatios of EU nCrmal p-oceS,
Significart vao0s exist above 30 Hz but thes. on e he fo lotse s
can be explained by xli ght shifts in the source the forecasts for each. st-ucure are d,,scu!!s:..
lCatiOn C- w; effects. In any carep, the vibra-
tier f-coasts e- easertialy band aiuhtd to C.4u The t 'a.lna1 Fr e ra. C
to 30H.

Five locations wee sturied in Chtcoo siF-. 2
Fieu-n s sho ws the P7 functionsf obtained for of te Fr?. Sensors w-c located at the t Cer ail

the PF, at Leve. c-o th' east-west corpwnent of to elatform consecton at Zela Io ) and in
nhtsen for tKe 1 ande 4 meter shots recorded at tefotings of the oc :.' als at .t ' I iO
this site. While some differences are noted In the anticipate that w ra)cas fc, sutseqic1t 'a- csoca
spectra teow 3C Hz, the major elements remain rea- will be located in the F? Checkout _- . n&
Snfycntvarta It apears that the structural ary giver launch ar, th.erefore, specific cttera

% a
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have been estatlished for the motion environment In physical restrictions on the p'aement of the ex-

the cells. These criteria are equivalent to a re- plosive source this situation could not be irvesti-

quirement that PMS accelerations in the band 0.4 to gated during the Sound:ng Program. It is r.o be-

30 Hz not exceed C.S g. lieved, however, that this effect will greatly in-

0.14- crease the acceleration levels in the structre.

01 I '! z 00.• , _.,.. _ ~ 40
30

O Ili elsv. 15 M atb WI

0.08- 100 X ... ,

oor WIrv ,
C11 .0~6-I N-S 0 05 0

.0 aa.

O 0. 1 LAUNCH TIME (sec)a 0 a 17 25 33 42 so

Fig. 9 Simulated accelerations for Level ' in

the PPh.
.j 0.14]

One question that has been raised tt-::hzot

0.11 elev. 46 m the V23 project has been the iport cf aotust.o

WJ i coupled seimic vibrations du-'ng "aunch a: .strun-

z tures such as the FPR and the Launch Cortrol lente.

0 l08- (LIC). Although the Soundir.g Progran cit rot siu--' ,; 0 0.08 - I

0. late the conditions likely to generate the largest

w h seismic signal during a lauroh, when te .-

0.06- exh-aust is being vented t--.:-- -, f;-
does provide sore indication of the seis-i.c excita-

tin level that could be ant:ci.Pated. A' eact.

03 . charge elevation, seisnic precursors we-e re:crded
0.03- I , prior to the direct acoustic excitaticn c tre

structure. In all cases, the seis~c arriv55 were

0.0 no more than 11" of the acoustic-inducec rticrs.

0 8 17 25 33 42 50 This suggests that construction of the F??.' urder-

ground, as originally planned, wculd have resulted

FREOUENCY (Hz) in a significantly lower launch-induced vibr_=ticns

ervironnent In the F??.
Fig. e PFF motion responses for two shots at dif-

ferent elevations. The Adinistraticn Building

As would be expected, the highest nctions One three-nonponent secs-oneter c''tr was

forecast in the FPP occurred at Level 1. (F:gure located on the floor of tre Crtiter Func::ora:

9', and peak acceleraticns were al-ost an order of Sinulator (3ST RoOn of tne .d-inistrtcr-

"agr.:tude less than the stated criteria for RM.S ing. This roon will conta:n ccrputer ec ;.7r'.t

values. The present results are typically ruch used to simulate orbiter operations in a -ct-

less th.-1 the vibration forecasts made using Firite launch situation. It is cu- urdersta'rir, how-

Eleenrt modeling of the launch conditions in the ever, that thin equip-rnt will not be cr -sting

PFF. Ban-d or. statistical properties of the fore- du-in C the launch.

casted notions and given the restrictiors on the

fo-ecaot methodology, an acceleration of l.f g Vertical accelerat:nr.s at this location will

will r.ct be exceeded at any measurement pcrt in approach, and might easily exceed, t g.

the FF with a corfidcnce level of 99.. peak accelerations are sigr.f oant y lower, ty'=-

cally about P.'5"g. Actual forecast a-i4tufes for

How,-ver. it is likely that higher than f.e- the vertical noticns ex:ee4 1. E )Flgure C.. As

casted notions will be observed in the PPF. As the with the PPF, however, as the Shuttle cli-s and

Suttle rotates and moves to the South of the rotates to the south, pressure loading on t
t
e A:

Launch "qurt it i.- anticipated that the pessure w:i increase and, as a consequenoe, acCelerat'cr.s

" loading on the PPP will increase. In ad.l~tor., at this location can also be anti:cpated to exceed

response characteristics of te PPP indicate that t*e forecasted values.

it is more responsive to loading in a north-south

direction than along the east-west axis. Due to It Is known that the cor.p ter equpent to be

- .>...2.,.."\ r-",r :,': ", l...'.zc : , - .. "'' "-."........."...'" -- ... . * -" .
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* Installed in the OFS Room has been tested only to a been suggested that the PPE-PCR separaticn can be
1.0 g level. The capabilities of the equipment to increased to over 7 centimeters in which case the
withstand higher accelerations has apparently not likelihood of pounding becomes negligible.

been demonstrated. Further, building responses in-

volving vertical accelerations apprcachng 1 g are
. typically considered unacceptable. However, with 0427

only one study location in the AB it is not possi- Z

ble to determine if this behavior is a localized V
event or syrtomatic of a structural prcblem. -.35 r
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7 -rI LAUNCH TIME (sec)
5 10 15 20 Fig. 11 Simulated Motions for the upper FI- Fail

LAUNCH TIME (eec) of the PCR.
Fig. !I Simulatet Mt~ons in tre IFS Pcon.

The Payloa Changeout Ponr
RETURN PERIOD

The PIP is a mobtle structure in which the (Launches)

Shuttle payloads are transferred fron the PPF to2 5 10 20
the Shuttle at the Launch Mount. In launch config- OlOO

I uraticn, the PCP will be parked within inches of
- the pp. During the Sounding Program, two sites
" w-re nonitored in ttis facility. Tne sensors were E 4.0

" .ocate2 cr. the upper anr, lower Pay'load Ground Hand- .
linF Yechanism (PGHM) rails at Platforms 6 ard 11 , e*

*in the P1K. 49 0
: 3.0v

Figure 11 displays the sinulated motions for
ti-c upper PCHI rail location. For a source located .20

over the Launch Mount, the FCR exhibits lightly
' danped s.;ay in the east-west direction. Extrapola-

tion of the westward sway displacements forecasted
*. for Platform 12 to the top of the build:ng dicate 10

tha pountinC of the PC and PPR is a distinct pos-
sittlity. Pounding between the two st-uctires
coJ:d reoult in unpredictably high accelerations in * aO
toth th PPP and PIP and, potentially, structu-al K

"-- *danaL'v to either or both buildings.

The probability of pounding depends on the ac- I I I I 0 I I i i I I I

tual sepa-ation of the structures at launch. Fig- 2 5 10 20304050607080 90 95 9899

ure 12 shows the probability distribution for peak
* westward (towards the PPR) displace-ent of the PCR PROBABILITY (%)

in terms of duration of steady state mctions. Re- Fig. 12 Probatility distribution of the n7xznu-
peated measurements of the separation between the westward displacement of the PF.
PPR and FCR in park position have shown the separa-

tion to be no more than 4 centimeters, indicating
that, on average, pounding will occur once in every

20 to 3^ launches. It should be noted that sway in

the PPR transfer tower has not beer considere in

this forecast. Motion in this structure will only
increase the probability of pounding. For exa-ple,

if the transfer tower of the PPR and the PKP have
eqal tut out of phase displacements, the probatil-

ity of pounding increases to almost 651. It has
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